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The Look Standard Wedding Package with copyrights
- Both packages include photographer, coverage for ceremony, alter or other location,
park/outdoor, and events at the reception within the time contracted
- Two months of online portrait viewing
- High quality images burned to DVD with copyrights
- Up to 5 hours coverage - $850.00 or Up to 10 hours coverage - $1150.00
- (Over 5 hours is automatically a full day)
The Look Traditional Wedding Package with proofs and reprint credit
- Photographer for full-day (up to 10 hours)
- Soft cover digital proof book with up to 600 images included
- 2 months of online viewing
- $300.00 Bride and Groom Reprint Credit (use to order any enlargements you want in any
size you want - more details on next page)
- $1295.00
The Look “Complete” Album and Reorder Package
- Photographer for full-day (up to 10 hours)
- Coverage for ceremony, alter or other location, park/outdoor, and events at the reception
- $300.00 Bride and Groom Reorder Credit (use to order any enlargements you want in any
size you want - more details on next page)
- 2 months of online portrait viewing plus…
Your choice of Albums and copyrights
9x9 Photobook with wrap around photocover
- w/out copyrights $1495.00 w/copyrights $1895.00
12x12 Photobook Plus with full leather, cameo, name stamping, or photo cover w/leather spine
- w/out copyrights $1885.00 w/copyrights $2265.00
12x12 ZookBook flush mount photographic album, full leather or photo cover w/leather spine
- w/out copyrights $2335.00 w/copyrights $2685.00

These packages are designed with years of customer feedback – our brides and grooms telling us exactly what
they would like in a package with upfront pricing. We have always been known for our ability to build you the
perfect package, if none of these fit your needs we will help you custom create exactly what you are looking for.
We currently use the press printed and photographic albums exclusively from Zookbinders for our wedding
albums. There are many other sizes, colors, and options they offer to allow for a beautiful showcase of your
special day.
Copyrights granted in these packages are understood to be “shared” copyrights, meaning that both the studio
and the customer have equal rights to use the final images in any manner they choose, including the studio’s
display on websites, electronic and printed media.
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Online Portrait Viewing - $125.00
- 2 months of online access to all of your original proofs
- Allow all of your family and friends to view your day at the same time from anywhere
- Add an additional 2 months for just $55.00
Hard cover 36 page Glossy PhotoBook - $450.00
- The latest in design and style
- 36 pages of customized layouts, designed by the studio with your photo selections
- 9x9” size makes a nice wedding album at a lower price
Hard cover 36 page Parent Album Glossy PhotoBooks - $380.00
- Order separately and receive two 6x6 PhotoBooks for the parents or yourself
- Order as an exact copy of the Photobook, Photobook Plus, or ZookBook Album and receive
two 6x6” albums or three 4x4” albums for $200.00
- Completely customized or duplicates of the larger album (minus the leather)– your choice
Digital Leather Photobook Plus - $675.00
- The newest addition to our album line – a great leather bound album with a lower price
- 36 pages of customized layouts, designed by the studio with your photo selections
- Full leather with cameo, leather spine with photo cover, or wrap around photo cover
- Page finishes can be Satin, Glossy, or Matte
Digital Leather Flush Mount Album - $995.00
- The latest in design and style – full leather options with hand gilding on all pages
- 36 pages of customized layouts, designed by the studio with your photo selections
- Award winning albums with many cover styles and color choices – a “must see”
- Page finishes can be Satin, Glossy, or Matte
Digital negatives with copyrights - $450.00
- Burned to a DVD with written permission to reproduce photos
- We recommend ordering any prints 8x10” and larger through us for quality assurance and
color correctness
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Important information about the Bride and Groom Reorder Credit and included Albums
-

-

The $300.00 credit included in both packages does not have a separate cash value from the package
and therefore any unused portion of the credit cannot be refunded.
Bride and Groom must use the entire credit at one time and within 2 months of receiving original
photos, proofs, or online viewing
The ala carte prices that are in effect at the time the reorder is placed will be used to add up to your
total credit. Example – if your reorder is turned in on June 15, 2013 and the ala carte price at that
time for an 8x10 is $14.00, then each 8x10 that you order will use up $14.00 of your credit. As an
example, you could use your credit to order 1 11x14, 11 8x10’s, and 11 5x7’s for a total of $297.00
(at 2013 prices)
Credit can only be used on specialty services or options including but not limited to spot-color,
digital touch-up, photo-art cards, albums or upgrades on wedding albums with studio permission.
Due to the constantly changing prices of custom photographic and press printed products, the studio
reserves the right to pass along to the customer any increase in costs incurred for producing the
album in the contract package if the customer does not forward the images they would like in the
album and approve it for print within 6 months of the wedding date.

Prices are subject to change without notice
Once a contract is signed the prices are locked in and this document with the included options will become part
of the binding wedding contract.

